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ABSTRACT
The web graph has been widely adopted as the core describing the web structure [4 ]. However, little attention has been paid to the relationship between
the web graph and the location of the pages. It has already been noticed that links are often local (i.e. from a page to another page of the same server) and
this can be used for efficient encoding of the web graph [9 ,7].
Locality in the web can be further modelled by the clustered graph induced by the prefix tree of URLs. The web tree’s internal nodes are the common
prefixes of URLs and its leaves are the URLs themselves. A prefix ordering of URLs according to this tree allows to observe local structure in the web
directly on the adjacency matrix M of the web graph. M splits in two terms : M = D + S, where D is diagonal by blocks and S is a very sparse matrix. The
blocks of D that can be observed along the diagonal are sets of pages strongly related together.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Classically, the web structure is modeled as a graph. As we show, this representation doesn’t capture all the structural data of the web. If we assume the
tree of the URls is worth it, we can define a double structure, with the hyperlinks graph on one side and the URLs’ tree on the other : the clustered graph
of the web.
The clustered graph structure was first introduced by Feng in [5 ] for giant graphs representation. It appears in many domains where structured
diagrams can be found. It is mainly used for graph drawing. The problem is then to cluster a given graph to allow better drawing[2 ]. In the case of the web
graph, an intrinsic clusterization is given by the URLs.

2. DEFINITION
A clustered partition of a graph G(V, E) is given by a tree T whose leaves are V. Each internal node n defines a cluster VT(n). This cluster is the subset
of V given by the leaves of the subtree rooted at n. For example, the cluster of the root of the tree is V.

3. URL-CLUSTERED WEB GRAPH
The web graph can naturally be clustered by the tree structure of the URLs (Uniform Resource Locators [1]). The web can be viewed as a collection of
file hierarchies (one per web server) which can be naturally gathered in a single tree using the URLs of these files. To further refine the tree, we can
gather together all servers within a given domain by adding a node for each domain :
For example, the URL http://smith.mysite.org/fishing/index.html splits into http, org, mysite, smith, fishing and index.htm, yielding the
path from the root to the corresponding leave in the tree as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 : Example of clustered web graph.

4. STRUCTURAL WEB SITE DEFINITION
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Considering most of the webmasters try to organize their sites, we expect that the clustered web graph will be intimately linked to the notion of web
site. This is confirmed by observing the adjacency matrix M of a 8 million URLs crawl from .fr where URLs are sorted according to a prefix ordering of
the tree of the URLs (see Figures 2 and 3). First, M obviously splits in two terms M = D + S, where D is diagonal by blocs and S a ver sparse matrix. The
site and sub-site structure visually appears along the diagonal as squares on the tree sorted adjacency matrix. The observation of the tree sorted adjacency
matrix allows to identify the web sites as some of the clusters of the URL-clustered web graph.

Figure 2 : The URL tree sorted adjacency matrix of 6.104 pages in an 8 million pages crawl of .fr.

[allmacintosh.easynet.fr, a site about
computers software.]

[allmacintosh.(...).fr/osx, a sub-site about
a specific OS.]

[aemiaif.lip6.fr/jargon, an interactive
dictionnary.]

[algo.inria.fr, an INRIA team site.]

Figure 3 : A visual approach of the local web structure : zoom on clusters of Figure 2

We can thus structurally define a web site as a cluster where most of the links are internal to the cluster. A simple algorithm for deciding if a cluster
corresponds to a web site consists in computing the ratio of the number of internal links over the total number of links found in the pages of the cluster. If
the ratio is greater than some threshold, we have identified a web site automatically. Indeed, more elaborate strategies would consider also links that are
incoming from outside the cluster. A union of clusters could also be allowed as a web site. For example, several sons of an internal node may give clusters
more thighed together than to the other sons. To our knowledge, the only related works about automatic site extraction are based on weakly disconnected
components computation [ 3] or community detection [6] and do not use the tree structure of the web.

5. APPLICATIONS
The applications of a web site partition are numerous. It allows to distinguish ‘‘navigational’’ links and ‘‘real’’ links, assuming the latter are more
important than the former. Search engines often restrain their responses to one (or a few) page per site, so that a single site can not monopolize a response.
Partitionning the web graph could also allow to effectively distribute some algorithms.

6. PERSPECTIVES
Our model could be extended to cope with pages accessible through several URLs. This is linked to the problem of identifying uniquely web pages and
requires more inquiry. Our model could integrate other protocols data (as ftp files). The most promising work consists in finding algorithms which
automatically perform an efficient site-partition and distributed algorithms to take advantage of such partitions.

7. CONCLUSION
The web graph has been widely studied to model the web [4 ,8]. The URL-clustered web graph could be used to better model the web structure and its
evolution.
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